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KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

When you’re selling buckets of
chicken, its easy for the planners to
be under pressure to just sell the
product and for brand to be
minimised. The paper shows how
brand and tactical needs can be met
in a strong relevant idea.  
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In search of soul
Retail communication has always been a challenge for planning.  As product
offerings have become less differentiated, planning has attached brand values and
associations extrinsic to the product to put the difference back in.  This has made
it difficult to satisfy the requirements of hard sell while at the same time
communicating an emotional brand message.  Consequently, many retail brands
segment their product and brand communication.  However, KFC did not have
that option – market leader McDonald’s was outspending them 3:1.

The solution was to build the brand ‘through’ the product rather than
‘around’ the product.  This was the only way KFC was going to sell loads of chicken
products through promotional vehicles and build a new, brand world at the same
time.  

Returning to the birthplace of the product, planning was able to uncover the
authentic heritage of the Colonel’s fried chicken.  This ensured KFC’s new brand
identity was instantly ownable and different from its competitors.

The background
KFC has always been an organisation obsessed and passionate about its product.
Not unusual really.  Its advertising over the last couple of decades reflected this
product fixation by single-mindedly communicating its different product
offerings around a promotional calendar.  This proved successful for many years
and delivered the quick response that is required of retail communication.
Although the business was still performing well, the product promotional formula
was proving less effective.  The task for planning was to find out why and provide
KFC with the right solution.  

Everything pointed to the product
On the face of it, a product-led strategy for KFC seemed sensible.  The product
and its price were crucial to gaining the immediate footfall that retail required.
Moreover, as a fast food player, focussing on product quality seemed essential.
The fast food industry had recently been demonised by the press for its poor food
quality and high fat content.  Eric Schlosser’s #1 seller, Fast Food Nation, struck a
chord with society and led to an active and emotional ‘anti fast food’ movement
stoked by the press and felt by many.  Thus the problem for planning was surely a
product one.

With this in mind, planning began investigating whether KFC had a
compelling product message to allay its critics and attract an increasingly health-
conscious consumer.  Somewhat surprisingly, we quickly discovered a fantastic
product story that was unique to KFC: all KFC products were 100% real, whole
chicken.  This was in stark contrast to KFC’s competitors whose chicken products
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were mostly processed and reconstituted.  Furthermore, all KFC Original Recipe
Chicken was freshly prepared on the premises. The ‘real chicken’ message
appeared to be a godsend:
1. It tackled head-on the negative baggage and urban myths about KFC’s food

quality that plagued the brand
2. KFC would be poised to beat the competition on a product basis
3. It could drive penetration and frequency through improved perceptions

around food quality
4. We knew a ‘real chicken’ brief could deliver fantastic creative work – Graham

the Cow and Flat Eric would pale in comparison.

The numbers proved otherwise
We were feeling pretty cocky until the data threw us a curve ball.  The majority of
KFC’s users were light users with a high percentage of lapsed users.  When we
compared these numbers to those for other fast food restaurants the complete
opposite was true – a high proportion of heavy users with few who had lapsed.  We
knew product quality was not the cause.  Data comparing food quality  conclusively
showed that KFC’s product quality was perceived superior to its competitors.  Thus
KFC’s problem was not its product quality – it was loyalty.  If KFC’s product was
considered to be so good by fast food users than why was loyalty such a problem?
We decided to use qualitative research to further define the problem.  

The loyalty problem
During the groups we asked light and lapsed users to fill the brand worlds of KFC
alongside other brands with relevant imagery.  They easily filled competitors’
globes with copious and colourful imagery.  In contrast, KFC’s brand world was
hard to fill for most, with the odd chicken and sometimes the Colonel
representing their best efforts.  

Combining the qualitative findings with the data, it was clear that light users
related to KFC with little emotion or empathy.  This prohibited them from
enjoying a meaningful relationship with the KFC brand beyond liking its chicken
products.  It was only when they had a craving for fried chicken that they would
consider the brand, hence they remained light users.  Similarly, lapsed users had
never developed any relationship with KFC beyond appreciating the taste of the
Colonel’s chicken.  Consequently, they were easily pulled away by other more
stimulating and interactive brands providing similar foodstuffs.

A defined role for communication
In order to stem the tide of light, disloyal users walking away, planning needed to
build a brand world for KFC.  Before embarking on the exciting journey of brand
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building however, we took two very practical points into consideration right from
the start: 
1. KFC did not have the luxury of dividing its communication between separate

product and brand messages (market leader McDonald’s outspent KFC 3:1)
2. New product development and limited time offer promotions across a range of

occasions and targets were at the heart of KFC’s business model (and the
model was not going to change any time soon)
Thus KFC did not require a brand vision that came from a juicy consumer

insight or a trendy mood or tone plucked out of the ether of modern British
society.  This would have been an easier way to craft a solution and possibly the
more popular choice of modern day planning.  Instead, we predicted if planning
created a brand vision ‘around’ the product versus building a brand vision
‘through’ the product, we would find ourselves unable to cope at the same time
with the requirements of retail.  Planning therefore decided the only way to
achieve both KFC’s business goals whilst simultaneously building the brand, was to
access the brand thought directly from the product – the Colonel’s fried chicken.  

The brand built through the product 
Although Colonel Sanders had previously been relegated from brand
spokesperson to symbolic authenticator, his life and times were critical to
unearthing the roots of his fried chicken.  Born in Mississippi, the American Deep
South, Colonel Sanders was cooking meals for his family at the age of five, after
the death of his father forced his mother to leave her young children and earn a
wage outside of the home.  With little money and experience behind a coal pot
stove,  the Colonel’s dinners were characteristic of the meals of ordinary folk in
the region: fried chicken, barbequed ribs, black eyed peas, grits, yams and sweet
potato pies.  In later life, as an owner of a roadside café and motel, his pressure
fried chicken became famous locally and thereafter his original recipe of 11 herbs
and spices became the best kept secret of the modern world.  Nice story, but, as
planners frequently ask themselves, so what?  

The video we watched on the legend of Colonel Sanders did not hand over the
answer per se.  However, it did bring to the fore the cuisine in which the Colonel
developed his secret recipe fried chicken – which we knew colloquially as ‘soul
food’.  Soul food refers to the cultural spirit and soul satisfying flavours of dishes
which originally developed in the American Deep South.  Soul food is comfort
food which satisfies not just the stomach, but also the head, heart and soul.  It is
also linked to American black culture.  

Although soul food derived from America, planning realised its essence was
not limited to America.  Numerous cultures around the world contain soul food
and many are comprised of chicken: Jamaican Jerk Chicken, French Coq au Vin,
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Indian Chicken Korma, Moroccan Chicken Tagine, Ukranian Chicken Kiev or
Jewish Chicken Soup.  You can nearly map the world from chicken alone!  Britain
is no exception having many identifiable soul satisfying foods including Roast
Chicken and further north, Cock a Leekie.  Although soul food referred directly
to the American roots of KFC’s Original Recipe Chicken, its meaning could travel
and have relevance to UK consumers.

Importantly, soul food was also comprised of a strong emotional component.
A large part of what made soul food satisfy the head, heart and soul was how it was
consumed and with whom.  Soul food was characterised by an informal way of
eating, in a social setting, filled with voices and music.  Soul food was a celebration
with food at the centre of it.  It was the opposite of your conventional, sit-down,
family meal where everyone looks at their plate and silence ensues.  

Soul food was derived directly from the roots of the Colonel Sanders’ chicken,
but at the same time it naturally combined KFC’s food with emotion.  We could
build a brand world for KFC and address the demands of an unapologetic retail
business model at the same time.

The creative work
The TV executions amplified the holistic soul food experience.  Each execution
was able to communicate individual product messages to different targets, on
different occasions, within this brand world.  Unlike the conventions of the
category, products were shown being consumed in the midst of the action.  Gone
are the generic cut-aways  to flying drumsticks, raining lettuce and bouncing buns,
all conveniently shot in a white studio somewhere in East London.  Titles were
used to drive home product and promotional messages co-inciding with the
narrative and the ‘soul food’ proposition reached the lofty heights of becoming
the brand sign-off.  Soul music became an important component of the
advertising, providing KFC with a specific media property that helped to make
KFC ads famous.
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TV : Soul

The results
Admittedly, it is early days in the life of the campaign, hence many of the results
we have provided are anecdotal.  Moreover, no results have been made available
to prove increased loyalty.  However, the first wave of ad tracking data showed KFC
gaining market share since the launch of the ‘soul food’ campaign,
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outperforming its competitors in the fast food category.  Advertising awareness
has reached the highest levels the brand has seen for 18 months.  KFC has also
appeared in Marketing’s ‘Adwatch’ since the campaign began for the first time in
recent memory.  

Anecdotally, the ads have generated fame for the brand.  Headlights was
chosen as Campaign’s Pick of the Week.  Another first for KFC.  McDonald’s was
chosen weeks later as Turkey of the Week, Francesca Newland explaining, “With
BBH doing credible work for KFC, McDonald’s needs to act fast to build a new
positioning.” Not only had soul food positively repositioned KFC, it had also
impacted upon the competition – even the market leader.

The KFC Careline had been inundated with requests from consumers about
the details of the Northern Soul tracks on the ads.  Soul collectors have noted on
various collector websites that KFC is pushing up the price of Soul singles on vinyl.
Laura Green’s single, Moonlight, Music & You, rose from $18 to $130 after the
launch of Headlights.

The ‘soul food’ idea has already begun to work across media – Universal
Records and KFC have signed a deal to bring out a Soul compilation including
music from KFC ads.  Moreover, KFC’s first ‘soul food’ branded restaurant was
completed in September 2003.

Qualitative groups with staff have perhaps provided some of the most
rewarding feedback to date.  

“When the old ads came on I used to feel embarrassed to work here ... I used
to run out of the room.  Now I don’t mind sitting in a room with my friends
whereas before I just cringed.”

Conclusion
This paper has put forward the challenges of planning communication strategies
for retail brands.  It also demonstrated how planning in this case was able to build
a brand and satisfy the commercial realities of retail communication by building
a brand ‘through’ the product versus ‘around the product’.  If KFC’s brand world
was extrinsic to the product, it is unlikely that the advertising could have answered
both requirements in such a comprehensive manner.  Instead we were able to
drive business performance and brand fame for KFC which it had never
experienced simultaneously before (and many did not think was possible).
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